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Executive Summary	

Volunteer Services at Metro has undergone considerable evolution since the first Volunteer Services
staff were hired many years ago. In spite of many challenges, volunteers have remained an important
part of Metro’s activities. This manual represents the recommendations, tools, information and
resources that emerged from a program redesign process. Its purpose is to support the staff and
Metro leadership who will be stewards of the new Volunteer Services program for Historic
Cemeteries, Natural Areas and Parks and Visitor Services.
We used a strategic planning approach to assess the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges of Volunteer Services, and identified nine strategic issues affecting Volunteer Services that fell
into four broad categories.
Feedback from the Core Team indicated there is relative balance among three overarching reasons to
engage volunteers, summarized by the following statement of purpose: Metro engages volunteers to
build relationships, develop conservation leaders and improve properties and programs across our
region.
We recommend a robust model that creates a leadership-type position responsible for Volunteer
Services program development and coordination, external relationship building, internal program
advocacy and staff capacity building, with support to streamline program administration and to assist
and build capacity among field staff. To manage change in Volunteer Services amidst the implementation
of other new levy-funded efforts we recommend phasing in the model in two stages. Phase 1 of
implementation, Team Focus/Culture Change, requires the addition of a Lead Analyst, an Administrative
Assistant and a group accountability mechanism, in addition to the existing volunteer coordination staff.
The Full Court Press phase of implementation brings on an additional Volunteer Coordinator.
The formation of a Volunteer Services Accountability Team (VSAT) will play a critical role in the
formation and oversight of the new Volunteer Services program model. Its important function is to
ensure shared accountability and coordination across several departments for program staff and
processes who each have a different department as their home for day-to-day supervision and
accountability.
We recommend a two-step process to evaluate each new volunteer opportunity and determine
whether to pursue it or not. First, when a request for volunteers is made by Metro staff or when an
external party requests a volunteer project at Metro, the Lead Analyst makes an initial judgement
whether the project is feasible. Second, for projects deemed feasible, the Analyst assesses the
opportunity to ensure fit within program priorities, and efficient and/or strategic use of resources.
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We recommend using principles of developmental evaluation to foster innovation and development in
improving program implementation and achievements. Baseline measures should be collected and
analyzed prior to implementing this reinvention. Feedback and development processes should be
conducted at the conclusion of each volunteer event, each month at departmental and division staff
meetings, quarterly with the Volunteer Services Accountability Team and annually to reflect on program
accomplishments within Metro overall with all Volunteer Services across the agency.
The Lead Analyst will develop Volunteer Services policies and procedures, which will be approved by
the Volunteer Services Accountability Team. To ensure program procedures are followed the Volunteer
Services area will lead writing guidelines and handbooks for use by program staff, field staff and
volunteers based on the contents of this manual.
Capacity building is a process of enhancing the ability of an organization to improve both the quality
and volume of its performance and to anticipate and meet challenges. Three strategic issues emerged
around capacity building: improving the function of Volunteer Services staff, field staff and program
administration; clarifying decision-making and communication; and developing a strong and consistent
volunteer culture across the current program areas and beyond. This program model design takes
steps to resolve some of these capacity issues, while resolution in other areas is dependent on how
well the model is implemented and ongoing investments in this function.
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Volunteer Services at Metro has undergone considerable evolution since the first Volunteer Services
staff were hired many years ago. In the interim, the departments in which Metro Volunteer Services
operates have been restructured; staff positions responsible for providing Volunteer Services functions
have morphed in alignment and focus; and Metro continues to acquire more land to manage. As a
result,Volunteer Services has lost a sense of a unifying purpose and operational cohesion. Boundaries
and procedures no longer match current structures. In spite of these challenges, volunteers have
continued to be attracted to Metro’s activities.
In an effort to realize more fully the potential of volunteer support for Metro’s mission, staff in the
Sustainability Center invited Lund-Chaix Consulting to assist Metro in redesigning Volunteer Services
across Conservation Education, Historic Cemeteries, Natural Areas and Parks and Visitor Services. This
manual represents the recommendations, tools, information and resources that emerged from the
redesign process. Its purpose is to support the staff who are assuming stewardship for the new
Volunteer Services program.

Scope of Work	

This project was undertaken with a great deal of intentionality and urgency. A Core Team was
assembled to shepherd the redesign process and make decisions. The Team was comprised of program
managers in each of the departments that had previously shared Volunteer Services resources
(Conservation Education, Historic Cemeteries, Natural Areas and Parks and Visitor Services), a
Volunteer Coordinator and two Volunteer Services program leads from Metro’s visitor venues.
Charged with working across organizational boundaries to identify a program model in the best
interest of Metro overall, the Core Team served as the liaison between the redesign process and others
at Metro who would be affected by any changes. The Core Team met regularly with us to provide
feedback as we shared findings, developed program model alternatives and designed tools. Core Team
and other staff responded to our individual questions throughout the project.
A special election that fell during the redesign process influenced the model development and decision
making processes. Measure 26-152, a local option levy to raise revenues to improve restoration efforts
and public access to Metro sites, including conservation education and opportunities for volunteer
engagement, passed in May 2013. The levy specified that improved volunteer engagement would include
outreach to diverse populations and communities, defined by the Natural Areas Funding Advisory Panel
as people of color, people with low income, people with disabilities and people who speak a primary
language other than English. Core Team members from the Natural Areas, Conservation Education,
Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries programs anticipated challenges both by the levy
passing and it failing. In either event, we anticipated volunteer services would be further strained by the
start of the fiscal year if changes could not bring stability to the program rapidly. The passage of
Measure 26-152 challenges participating departments with a surge in work expectations.
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This Volunteer Services program redesign effort focuses exclusively on participants who volunteer for
Metro directly. We recognize that organizational partners such as Friends of Trees, Tualatin
Riverkeepers, SOLVE and Metro’s grantees engage countless volunteers who participate with Metro or
at Metro properties indirectly and provide invaluable service to our community through their
restoration and stewardship activities.
Approach
This redesign of Volunteer Services at Metro followed five steps: First, in a process of internal discovery
we interviewed all participants of the Core Team assigned to redesign Volunteer Services. We also
interviewed four additional staff members, two who work with volunteers as part of the Sustainability
Center and two who support Volunteer Services in administrative roles. Analysis of the interviews
revealed nine strategic issues affecting Volunteer Services. These strategic issues fell into four general
categories: program purpose, program design and positioning, degree of centralization, and capacity and
culture.
Second, we interviewed staff, reviewed documents and gathered information from Volunteer Services in
19 nonprofit and governmental agencies. Among these agencies there were two Metro departments
(Oregon Zoo and Oregon Convention Center), large multisite agencies with several disparate
programs, parks and land management agencies, ethnically and racially diverse agencies, cemeteries and
agencies that Metro might seek to engage as partners. Interview participants from these agencies
described their program models and operations, the challenges and advantages of their models and
their experiences with the strategic issues affecting Metro’s volunteer programs.
Next, through our research with external programs we identified four distinct volunteer services
program models that we labeled Embedded, Human Resources (HR), Intake and Hybrid HR-Embedded
Overlay. From these ideal type models we developed three possible models that could be implemented
across Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic Cemeteries and Conservation
Education if Measure 26-152 failed, and three additional models that could be implemented if it passed.
With feedback from the Core Team we modified the models and narrowed the options to one
recommended model that could still result in a stronger program if Measure 26-152 failed, and one that
could be implemented if it passed.
These two model options were presented to Metro’s senior leadership in Parks and Environmental
Services and Sustainability Center, including Finance staff. After Measure 26-152 passed, the Core Team
leads worked with the leadership team to refine the models, identify positions and job classifications
that fit the functional needs of the model and plan a phased implementation approach.
Finally, we identified the information, tools and resources needed to implement the model in a twophased process. These resources include the model structure, staffing, processes and workflow; the
establishment of a Volunteer Services Accountability Team to drive program implementation and
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oversee its direction and impacts; a process for determining which volunteer opportunities to pursue;
evaluation guidelines; manuals for use by various departments and staff members; and recommendations
to build capacity of the Volunteer Services program, and the capacity of Metro staff to engage
volunteers.

Strategic Issues	

We used a strategic planning approach to understand the state of the program at the start of the
process and to determine what the program could achieve after an intentional change process. Using
information learned during the internal discovery process we assessed the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges of volunteer services (see Table 1). From this analysis we identified nine
strategic issues affecting Volunteer Services in Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic
Cemeteries and Conservation Education.

Table 1

Future

Current

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Challenges
Strengths
• Multiple successful volunteer opportunities with a
range of successful attributes
• Current volunteer interest leaves room for
targeted growth
• Public support for core functions
• Staff history with the agency

Weaknesses
• Lack of coherent goals across program
• Inconsistency across volunteer experiences
• Unclear decision-making and administrative
processes
• Capacity of field staff, as well as volunteer services
and administrative staff
• Inconsistent organizational culture around
volunteers
• Unclear readiness for diverse volunteer base

Opportunities
• Volunteer leadership, site stewardship, episodic and
partnerships opportunities
• Controlled scaling of management capacity to
match recruiting
• Links between access to nature, public health and
equity
• Two large generations of potential volunteers
• Volgistics capability

Challenges
• Scaling up in multiple areas in concert:
• Volunteer coordination
• Field staff
• Administration
• Building a volunteer culture
• Engaging low-income communities and
communities of color is a complex and long-term
commitment
• Program cuts in some areas should M26-152 fail

Assets

	


Constraints
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Strategic issues are those concerns that emerge directly from the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and challenges; that have multiple possible solutions; that affect the program in a significant way in that
their resolution creates an important change; and that the organization can do something about or can
influence.
We identified nine strategic issues affecting Volunteer Services in four broad categories:
Program Purpose and Vision
1. What is the optimal combination and priority of multiple outcomes for Volunteer
Services?
‣
Building understanding and support of Metro
‣
Building a conservation ethic
‣
Effective on the ground work
2. How should these be measured?
Program Design and Positioning
3. What are the most strategic areas of focus for volunteer involvement?
4. How should Volunteer Services be positioned for impacts of the baby boom and
millennial generations, and the region’s diversifying population?
Degree of Centralization
5. How many of the key functions should be centralized to strike the ideal balance of
coherence, efficiency and flexibility?
6. What is the best balance in relationships and responsibilities between field staff and
Volunteer Services staff?
Capacity and Capability
7. With limited resources, what is the best way to improve function in three areas:
‣
Volunteer Services staff?
‣
Field staff?
‣
Program administration?
8. What changes will clarify decision-making and communication?
9. How should Metro approach building a stronger volunteer culture?
All subsequent model design, processes and tools aim to answer these strategic questions.
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Program Purpose and Values	

Volunteer programs often serve several purposes for the agencies in which they operate. Common
reasons for engaging volunteers include assisting staff with the work of the organization, building
relationships and community ownership of the agency and educating the public about the agency’s
mission and underlying issues to fuel public participation. For Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services,
Historic Cemeteries and Conservation Education these reasons were all important, but the Core Team
lacked a clear understanding of how they should prioritize these reasons to engage volunteers, or
whether the current opportunities and operations were serving these needs well.
With feedback from the Core Team we determined that these three reasons for engaging volunteers at
Metro are relatively balanced, with no pronounced weighting of one purpose over the other. Findings
indicated, however, that additional emphasis on relationship building may be necessary as Volunteer
Services evolves and grows. Notably, a current strength is that Metro provides several opportunities
for volunteer engagement in a variety of capacities. While few volunteer opportunities will fulfill all
three of these program purposes, maintaining a range of opportunities will ensure that each of the
purposes can be met solidly.
The following statement of purpose emerged from our process:

Metro engages volunteers
to build relationships,
develop conservation leaders
and improve properties and programs across our region.

In addition, volunteers often add value to programs, over and above what paid staff are able to
contribute. One example is in programs dependent on trust relationships between participant and
provider, such as counseling or mentoring. Volunteers, whose livelihood does not depend on providing
services, often build better bonds with program participants than paid professionals and consequently,
can be more effective. Similarly, a parks agency engages volunteers to communicate with property
owners about managing invasive weeds because they are more effective than staff driving government
vehicles who may be associated with regulation and enforcement.
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In this way volunteers add value to Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic
Cemeteries and Conservation Education over and above the contributions of paid staff. The Core
Team developed the following statement to describe the intrinsic value of including volunteers in their
work:

At Metro we value volunteers because:
• Our volunteers partner with us in creating a healthy
and sustainable region;
• Our volunteers bring diverse backgrounds,
experiences, skills and perspectives not possible from
our staff alone;
• Our volunteers’ passion, sense of place and ownership
bring exceptional care and diligence to our work; and
• Our volunteers represent of our work, our mission and
our agency among their families, neighbors and
communities.
At Metro, we believe volunteers make our
region a great place to live.
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Recommended Program Model	

Based on the strategic issues analysis we developed a program model that can:
• Serve three program purposes and allow Metro to balance among them over the course of a
year and beyond;
•

Work across multiple program areas, offer different types of volunteer experiences and find
ways to welcome diverse populations with unique interests and needs;

•

Streamline volunteer intake and opportunity development, create continuity across experiences
while preserving flexibility and promoting shared participation between field staff and Volunteer
Services staff;

•

Build capacity in a balanced approach across volunteer services staff, field staff, and
administration, clarify decision-making and build a positive volunteer culture at Metro.

We recommend a robust model that creates a leadership-type position responsible for Volunteer
Services program development and coordination, external relationship building, internal program
advocacy and staff capacity building, with support to streamline program administration and to assist
and build capacity among field staff. This model will be able to serve Metro’s growing needs, and will
position Volunteer Services well to engage diverse communities and populations, including those who
are underserved by parks, cemeteries and natural areas near their homes.
In sum, the new program model will:
• Create a leadership position to work across all departments, and assume responsibility for
program decision-making;

	


•

Direct existing managers of Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic
Cemeteries and Conservation Education to form an Accountability Team to oversee program
implementation, set direction, monitor goals and outcomes and resolve problems across
departments;

•

Create a single point of contact and centralized administrative infrastructure for volunteer
intake, data management, public contact and reporting;

•

Expand volunteer coordination assistance for field staff from working primarily with Natural
Areas to reach across Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries;

•

Clarify volunteer coordination activities for Conservation Education between the Oregon Zoo
and the Sustainability Center;

•

Encourage staff to develop volunteer opportunities in all departments served.
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Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries programs are experiencing
substantial organizational change as a result of Measure 26-152. To manage change in Volunteer
Services amidst a great deal of other change, we recommend implementing the model in two phases.
The first phase, or “Team Focus/Culture Change” is defined by gradual implementation, building new
systems, improving decision-making and administrative capacity, improving intra-departmental
coordination and coherence and preparing the agency for a new culture of working with volunteers.
The second phase, or “Full Court Press” will fully implement the recommended structure of Volunteer
Services functions with additional resources to support field staff and reinforce a culture of
volunteerism at all levels of Metro.
When fully implemented, the re-designed Volunteer Services program will be staffed by a Lead Analyst,
an Administrative Assistant and Volunteer Coordinators to work closely with field staff in Natural
Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries. Sample position descriptions for each
position are below. See the appendix for a detailed outline of the two-phased program implementation
plan and staff roles under each phase.
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Position Description: Volunteer Services Lead Analyst
Summary
Leads program coordination and implementation of best practices in the Volunteer Services program
serving Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic Cemeteries and Conservation Education.
Essential Functions
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plans, coordinates, implements and oversees a centralized Volunteer Services program
Develops and guides strategy and implementation for the Volunteer Services program
Builds support for and participation in the Volunteer Services program within Metro
Oversees policies and procedures for the portfolio of volunteer engagements
Works with Metro field staff to identify volunteer opportunities, and to build skills and capacity
for successful volunteer engagement through coaching, training, providing assistance, developing
tools and providing other resources and support
Prioritizes projects for volunteer engagement and for involvement of Volunteer Coordinator
Develops external relationships with partners, groups and volunteers for referrals, recruitment
and other functions
Monitors agency needs, regional communities and trends in volunteerism, and guides program
response
Conducts regular volunteer orientations
Plans and coordinates volunteer recognition
Staffs Volunteer Services Accountability Team to manage program direction

Qualifications, Skills and Abilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
	


Knowledge of and experience in volunteer program management
Ability to work across organizational lines to build relationships, identify projects, solve
problems, and create and administer policies and procedures
Experience navigating complex agency dynamics and satisfying conflicting motivations and
priorities
Ability to develop and manage varied external partnerships
Creative organizational problem-solving skills
Public speaking ability
Ability to articulate complex program accomplishments, needs, opportunities and policies
Ability to develop and manage complex systems and processes for program operations
Ability to train staff and provide technical assistance on volunteer-related topics
Ability to work with diverse stakeholders, internally and externally
Knowledge of program budgets
Excellent written communication and copy editing skills
9	


	


Position Description: Volunteer Services Administrative Assistant
Summary
Administers the Volunteer Services online database, screening process, volunteer position posting, and
communications systems and assists with developing program materials.
Essential Functions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintains volunteer database system
Serves as main point of contact for volunteer inquiries, position posting, screening and other
program procedures
Collects data from staff and volunteers and develops reports
Conducts online criminal background checks
Creates and distributes volunteer materials via web, e-mail, social media, print and other media
Posts volunteer opportunities on Metro website, social media, other websites and appropriate
venues; manages e-mail lists for volunteer recruiting

Qualifications, Skills and Abilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

	


Ability to manage Volgistics online volunteer database system used across departments
Accuracy and efficiency in collecting, managing and reporting data from different sources
Ability to communicate professionally and promptly with volunteers, staff and other parties via
phone, e-mail, web and in person
Ability to communicate effectively and tactfully with individuals from a diverse range of
backgrounds, and maintain a problem-solving attitude at all times
Ability to manage multiple-objective projects to the satisfaction of both volunteers and field staff
Ability to coach and oversee office volunteers on administrative tasks
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Position Description: Volunteer Coordinator
Summary
Coordinates volunteer projects, supervises volunteers and works with field staff to implement
successful volunteer projects.
Essential Functions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Orients, trains and manages volunteers on projects, at times in coordination with field staff
Ensures positive volunteer experiences and effective completion of work projects
Communicates with volunteers and field staff
Manages volunteer project logistics
Serves as resource to field staff in volunteer project implementation
Serves as source of site condition knowledge for the Volunteer Services Accountability Team

Qualifications, Skills and Abilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

	


Ability to supervise volunteers of varied backgrounds on a variety of tasks
Ability to plan and lead field projects in restoration, parks management, cemeteries and science
Ability to communicate effectively and tactfully with individuals from a diverse range of
backgrounds, and maintain a problem-solving attitude at all times
Ability to manage multiple-objective projects to the satisfaction of both volunteers and field staff
Working knowledge of natural resource management, restoration and preservation techniques
Ability to communicate effectively between volunteers, field staff and other volunteer staff
Ability to convey Metro’s mission and technical project information to a diverse array of lay
audiences
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Annual Performance Expectations: Field Staff

Summary
Successful volunteer engagement at Metro will require the active participation of field staff to identify
projects, supervise and support volunteers, lead volunteer activities independently or in partnership
with the Volunteer Coordinator and participate in recognition activities.

Essential Functions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serve as a group leader in volunteer projects
Proactively identify volunteer tasks and projects, with assistance from Volunteer Services
Participate in evaluation of volunteer engagement during monthly staff meetings, in an annual
staff survey of volunteer engagement and at other times when feedback is requested
Participate in photograph activities
Participate in volunteer appreciation activities
Participate in professional development activities and learn new skills for working with
volunteers
Lead volunteer groups in the field, including:
‣
Ensure all volunteers sign in and sign out
‣
Train volunteers and demonstrate project tasks
‣
Supervise volunteers and answer questions during project
‣
Conduct assessment of new knowledge and skills learned by volunteers, as guided by Lead
Analyst
‣
Monitor the work of volunteers, including providing instructions, feedback and appreciation
of their work
‣
Submit report of participating volunteers and work accomplished to Volunteer Services
‣
Submit photos to Volunteer Services if applicable
‣
Debrief volunteer projects with Volunteer Coordinator and/or Lead Analyst
‣
Send thank you e-mails to volunteers, with assistance of Volunteer Services staff
‣
Work with Volunteer Services to solve problems related to volunteer placement,
performance, or other situations that arise
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Volunteer Services Program Processes
The following steps describe how the new Volunteer Services model will work from the time a new
idea for a volunteer opportunity is generated to the annual evaluation.
1. A Metro staff member has an idea for a volunteer project, or a community member initiates an
idea.
2. The Volunteer Services Lead Analyst, working with the Volunteer Coordinator, is notified of the
request and, using the Volunteer Services vetting tools, determines whether to revise the project
request, pursue it, or decline the request and refer the individual to another agency or resource.
The Lead Analyst also communicates whether the project will be lead by field staff,Volunteer
Coordinator, or if they will lead the project together.
3. When an opportunity is accepted, the Volunteer Services Administrative Assistant creates the
activity in Volgistics, promotes the opportunity on the Metro web site, newsletters, orientations,
social media and other fora. The Administrative Assistant then uses Volgistics to invite screened
volunteers who meet the project criteria (e.g., site preference, skills, etc.) to register to
participate. The Administrative Assistant also screens any new volunteers who express interest
in the opportunity.
4. Prior to the event the Administrative Assistant uses Volgistics to generate a reminder e-mail for
all pre-registered volunteers, including all project details and instructions. The Administrative
Assistant generates a registration list for the staff who will be leading the project. Also in
advance of the project, the Volunteer Coordinator helps the lead staff assemble all materials and
supplies.
5. On the day of the event, the lead project staff (field staff or may be Volunteer Coordinator)
welcomes volunteers, oversees sign-in, trains and supervises volunteers. When the project
concludes, the lead project staff thanks volunteers and submits a brief report of all participants
and the work they completed to the Administrative Assistant.
6. After the project, the Lead Analyst debriefs with the project lead and Volunteer Coordinator.
The Administrative Assistant enters participation and accomplishment data into Volgistics and
other tracking software, and uses Volgistics to send volunteers a thank you note that
summarizes the work they completed and welcomes any first-time volunteers.
7. Each month the Lead Analyst, assisted by the Volunteer Coordinator, reviews key aspects of
volunteer projects with field staff. During program staff meetings, the Analyst facilitates a
reflective practice dialog with field staff to evaluate the work accomplished, program goals that
were met, successes, processes that could be improved, new information or skills that will
improve future projects and set goals for the next review.
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8. Each quarter the Volunteer Services Accountability Team (VSAT) reviews volunteer projects and
opportunities in relation to program purposes and confirms that goals are being met. As a part
of this review the VSAT strategizes how to keep program areas active in achieving their targets
while providing a forum for cross-agency practice sharing.
9. Each year the Volunteer Services Accountability Team reviews the Volunteer Services program in
more depth, including the overall balance of opportunities, relationships, organizational culture,
visibility within Metro, makes recommendations for program changes and sets new goals.
Figure 1

	


Volunteer Services Program Process
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Volunteer Services Accountability Team	

The Volunteer Services Accountability Team (VSAT) will play a critical role in the formation and
oversight of the new Volunteer Services program model. The Accountability Team exists to advise the
volunteer program for Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic Cemeteries and Conservation
Education by establishing and monitoring program goals, ensuring cohesion, setting priorities and
identifying course corrections.
The most important function of the Accountability Team is to create shared accountability and
coordination across the several departments that program staff report to for day-to-day supervision
and budgeting. The Accountability Team must have formal authority to make and enact decisions to
operate as an effective collaborative body, but must do so without micromanaging the Volunteer
Services Lead Analyst or other staff. The VSAT must be proactive in setting the program’s course and
articulating its value to Metro. With responsibility for ensuring the new program model gets
implemented, the VSAT’s purpose and duties will evolve as the program begins to stabilize. Over time,
some tasks will become unnecessary as others assume greater prominence and new tasks are added.
VSAT Responsibilities and Key Functions
Program Oversight
•
•
•
•
•

Review, communicate, reinforce, revisit and revise program-wide purpose and goals across
departments
Set program evaluation measures and targets
Monitor outputs and outcomes
Adapt program in response to evaluation and changing circumstances
Set program budget

Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•

	


Drive model implementation during start-up period
Coordinate communication and problem solving on interdepartmental issues
Establish criteria for vetting volunteer opportunities and ensure their use and calibration
Set priorities for Lead Analyst
Ensure implementation of cross-departmental initiatives and processes
Identify areas for staff development and program development
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Articulate Program Value
•
•

Identify and pursue opportunities to demonstrate program achievements, opportunities and
challenges to Metro Council and leadership
Facilitate development of key external relationships and partnerships

Composition
During the first stages of implementation the VSAT is comprised of managers from all participating
departments, as well as program staff who coordinate and supervise volunteers frequently and a
specialist skilled in Volgistics. As implementation of the new model of Volunteer Services progresses
changes in the composition of the VSAT may be necessary to reflect the needed skills and stakeholders.
To begin, we recommended the following participants of the Accountability Team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Manager, TBD
Conservation Education, John Sheehan
Historic Cemeteries, TBD
Park Operations, TBD
Parks & Visitor Services, Dan Kromer
Sustainability Center, Dan Moeller
Volgistics Advisor, TBD (from Oregon Zoo)
Volunteer Services staff
‣
Volunteer Coordinator, Bonnie Shoffner
‣
Lead Analyst, TBD
‣
Administrative Assistant, TBD
Volunteer Specialists
‣
Native Plant Center, Marsha Holt-Kingsley
‣
Natural Areas, Katy Weil

Operating Guidelines
The critical role of VSAT is two-fold: to ensure that Volunteer Services works effectively across
departments, and to ensure it is an asset to Metro’s other programs. Volunteer Services serves all
departments, but with program staff who, along with their direct supervisors, are nested in one
department. The VSAT must, therefore, operate on principals of shared governance and collective
decision-making to meet the needs of all departments. We recommend the following general guidelines
for operation:
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•

Commitment to the Collective Purpose
‣
All members agree to support Volunteer Services in the best interest of Metro overall.
‣
All members commit to manage conflict and seek assistance when it cannot be resolved
internally or in a healthy manner.

•

Agreement on Decision-Making Processes
‣
Consensus-based decision making is optimal when working across departments. However, it
is more important to agree upon and commit to a decision-making process that all members
will support, and that ensures all members have a voice.
‣
The VSAT may need assistance devising a collective-negotiated decision process that can
move forward when consensus cannot be reached.

•

Annual Rotating Chair
‣
The supervisor of the Lead Analyst should not chair the VSAT or facilitate meetings during
the start-up period.
‣
The VSAT may benefit from a third-party, external facilitator for the first three or more
meetings during program start-up. A facilitator would ensure the VSAT reaches agreement
on operating principles, provide guidance in appropriate decision-making, assist in integrating
new members and help generate forward momentum.
‣
A third-party facilitator will also be beneficial when the Volunteer Services program is fully
implemented and the role of the VSAT transitions to focus on oversight and accountability.

•

Egalitarian Processes and Ownership
‣
All members and staff may place items on the agenda.
‣
All meeting records and program materials are produced by and available to all members.
‣
All members participate in implementing decisions of the VSAT.
‣
Member attendance goals should be included in individual performance evaluations.

Work Plan
First Year: Model Adoption
The most challenging period for the Volunteer Services Accountability Team will be in the first months,
as it is the body responsible for driving program implementation. The first duties will be to identify a
Lead Analyst to develop the program. Until a Lead Analyst is in place the VSAT will need to articulate
and communicate program design priorities, clarify and communicate priorities in relationship building,
begin to change current practices, set priorities for changes that should take place immediately, collect
baseline indicators of program performance, review current utilization by program staff, begin working
with field staff and leadership to prepare them for new program changes, determine what the VSAT can
manage in lieu of a Lead Analyst and determine what changes should wait until a staff member is in
place. Assuming a Lead Analyst can be identified relatively quickly, the VSAT should expect to
concentrate most of its effort supporting the Lead Analyst in program implementation during this startup period.
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In the first weeks, the VSAT will need to clarify which decisions should be made by the Lead Analyst, the
Analyst’s Manager and the VSAT. When the Lead Analyst is in place, orientation should include
articulating boundaries and decision-making authority and responsibility. The VSAT will need to revisit
these decisions as the program develops. The VSAT should plan to meet at least monthly during the
first phase of implementation. Table 2 outlines a work plan to guide the VSAT through the first year.
Table 2
Volunteer Services Accountability Team First Year Work Plan
First Quarter

Second Quarter

Model Adoption
• Finalize position description and recruit Lead Analyst
• Revise Volunteer Coordinator position description
• Articulate model and changes to departments and field
staff
• Oversee collection of baseline program indicators

Model Adoption
• Work with Lead Analyst to finalize Administrative
Assistant position description and recruitment
• Advise and facilitate development of Volgistics
• Work with Lead Analyst to revise and implement
evaluation plan

Processes and Practices
• Develop VSAT operating guidelines and practices
• Clarify and communicate priorities for building
relationships
• Clarification of VSAT, Manager and Lead Analyst roles,
boundaries and authority

Processes and Practices
• Advise development of Volunteer Program policies and
procedures

Articulate Program Value
• Identify priority messages for Metro leadership at early
adoption phase
• Communicate program purpose and priorities

Articulate Program Value
• Communicate messaging to Council and leadership
• Facilitate support from departments and field staff

Third Quarter
Model Adoption
• Facilitate configuration and deployment of Volgistics
• Solve emerging implementation issues and problems
• Review baseline measures and develop targets where
possible
Processes and Practices
• Facilitate implementation of policies and procedures in
departments
• Resource for interdepartmental communication
• Develop staff work plan and budget for following year
Articulate Program Value
• Revisit communication

Fourth Quarter
Model Adoption
• Identify and solve implementation problems
• Quarterly goal and portfolio monitoring
• Adjust vetting mechanism
Processes and Practices
• Coordinate implementation of new systems and
priorities
• Finalize budget and work plan priorities for the second
year
Articulate Program Value
• Communicate first-year program accomplishments to
Metro Council and leadership
• Develop program message and plan for second year

Second Year and Beyond: Oversight and Accountability
When the new Volunteer Services program model is fully implemented, the Accountability Team’s role
will evolve to focus on setting program goals, monitoring program outcomes, recommending and
assisting with strategic program developments, identifying needs for inter-departmental coordination
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and problem solving and raising the profile and visibility of Volunteer Services across Metro. It is the
job of the Administrative Assistant to collect data and ensure its accuracy. The Lead Analyst is
responsible for compiling and interpreting the data. In turn, it is the VSAT’s duty to ask and verify,
continually, whether targets are being met, whether the volunteer work in programs could improve in
volume or breadth and whether volunteers are engaging in work that makes sense for both the
volunteers and Metro.
At this point, when processes and systems become routine, the Accountability Team may be able to
meet quarterly rather than monthly. Table 3 outlines a work plan the VSAT might expect in the second
year of program implementation.
Table 3
Volunteer Services Accountability Team Second Year Work Plan
First Quarter

Second Quarter

Program Oversight
• Annual program review
• Revise targets as needed
• Revisit program purpose and priorities

Program Oversight
• Quarterly monitoring of program goals and portfolio of
opportunities
• Assist in solving critical problems

Implementation
• Review year-end report
• Assist in cross-departmental systems, activities and
capacity

Implementation
• Coordinate implementation of new systems and
priorities

Articulate Program Value
• Communicate prior year accomplishments to Metro
Council and leadership
• Identify opportunities and priorities

Articulate Program Value
• Communicate messaging according to plan
• Disseminate year-end program report

Third Quarter

Fourth Quarter

Program Oversight
• Quarterly monitoring of program goals and portfolio of
opportunities
• Assist in solving critical problems
• Develop budget for upcoming year

Program Oversight
• Quarterly monitoring of program goals and portfolio of
opportunities
• Set targets and priorities for upcoming year
• Assist in solving critical problems
• Finalize budget recommendations
• Assess VSAT effectiveness

Implementation
• Coordinate implementation of new systems and
priorities
Articulate Program Value
• Communicate messaging according to plan

Implementation
• Provide input into Volunteer Services staff work plan
• Identify areas for staff development
• Review and revise vetting mechanism
Articulate Program Value
• Communicate accomplishments and messaging
according to plan
• Assess effectiveness and revise plan for upcoming year
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Vetting New Opportunities	

Strategically choosing which volunteer opportunities to pursue has been a challenge for Metro.
Historically, when new ideas have been generated, especially from requests made by groups outside
Metro, it has been difficult to assess their fit well with program purposes. Consequently, it has also
been difficult to determine whether it makes sense to expend limited staff and program resources to
engage volunteers in particular activities.
We recommend using the following three forms in a two-step process as tools to evaluate each
volunteer opportunity and determine whether to pursue it or not. In brief:
1. When a request for volunteers is made by Metro staff (Metro Volunteer Services Request), or
when an external party requests to perform a volunteer project at Metro (Volunteer Project
Application), the Lead Analyst first makes an initial judgement whether the project is feasible.
2. Second, if a project is feasible, the Analyst assesses the opportunity to determine the extent that
it fits within program priorities, and whether it is an efficient use of resources (Volunteer
Services New Opportunity Worksheet).

Metro Volunteer Services Request
The Metro Volunteer Services Request is an internal form for Metro staff to notify Volunteer Services
when they would like the help of volunteers for specific projects and tasks. Any member of Metro staff
may request volunteers. This form should be available both as a web form and as a paper form so that
field staff can complete it while out in the field. Staff should submit the Volunteer Services Request a
minimum of seven working days prior the anticipated start date for the volunteer project. Field staff
may request the assistance of the Volunteer Coordinator in completing the Volunteer Services Request.
Upon receipt of a request for volunteers, the Lead Analyst notes the priority or urgency of the
request, any challenges that may arise, the likelihood of recruiting a sufficient number of volunteers with
the appropriate skills in the time frame requested, the availability of field staff to supervise volunteers,
the need for a Volunteer Coordinator to be present and any learning or other potential benefits the
volunteers might receive. Based on these criteria the Lead Analyst, in conjunction with the Volunteer
Coordinator, determines whether the project is feasible. If it is not feasible, the Lead Analyst should
consider helping the staff person modify the request so that it is feasible.
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Metro Volunteer Services Request
Date	


Department	


Staff person making request	

Phone	


E-mail	

Project Description & Requirements

Site:
	

Does the site have parking?	

	

 Walking distance from transit?	

	

Restrooms?	

	

 Accessible for mobility impaired?	

	

Safety hazards?	


Yes ❏ 	

Yes ❏ 	

Yes ❏ 	

Yes ❏ 	

Yes ❏ 	


No ❏
No ❏
No ❏
No ❏
No ❏ If yes, please describe:

For Office Use
Only
❏ Primary
❏ Secondary
❏ Low
❏ Existing
❏ Provide
❏ Unnecessary
❏ Unsafe
❏ Remediate

What will be the outcome of the project?

❏ Visible
❏ Urgent
❏ Scale/Scope

Brief description of the tasks and activities the volunteers will do:

❏ Field	

❏ VC	


Minimum number of volunteers required	

Maximum number of volunteers able to accept	

Age requirements	

Qualifications (i.e., knowledge, skills and abilities):
❏ One-time project
Seasonal restrictions	

❏ Ongoing project
Minimum commitment	

Start date:
❏ On	

❏ Upon availability of the volunteers
Days of the week	


Start time	


End time	


What training, education, or enrichment will be provided?

❏ Accept
❏ Revise
❏ Reschedule

Other notes:

Complete and fax this form to Volunteer Services at least seven working days in advance of the start date.
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Volunteer Project Application
The Volunteer Project Application is an external form for groups to request specific volunteer activities.
Groups might include youth-serving programs, service organizations, private companies, religious
groups, schools and classes, or any other group. This form should be available as a web form submitted
to Volunteer Services. External groups should submit a Volunteer Project Application a minimum of 30
days in advance of the desired project date.
Upon receipt of an application for a volunteer project the Lead Analyst notes the priority or urgency of
the site and work activities, whether the group making the request represents a new priority
relationship or further development of an existing relationship, the availability of field staff to supervise
the group and the need for a Volunteer Coordinator to be present. Based on these criteria the Lead
Analyst, in conjunction with the Volunteer Coordinator, determines whether the project is feasible. If a
requests is not feasible as submitted, but may initiate or strengthen an important relationship, the Lead
Analyst should consider helping the group revise the request so that it is feasible and fits within Metro’s
priorities. Requests that are not feasible or cannot be revised are referred to other organizations that
might be a more suitable fit.
Volunteer Services New Opportunity Worksheet
Projects the Lead Analyst deems feasible should be further evaluated using the Volunteer Services New
Opportunity Worksheet. While there are potentially dozens of questions that could help determine
whether to pursue a volunteer opportunity, the New Opportunity Worksheet will help the Lead
Analyst, assisted by the Volunteer Coordinator, make rapid estimates about the resources a project will
require relative to its impact and reach and its relevance to program priorities. This worksheet will also
help the Lead Analyst determine whether an opportunity should be revised before pursuing it and in
what way. The questions on the worksheet may be correlated with other important questions that can
provide more nuanced information about a prospective opportunity. The worksheet may be completed
on paper or using a pre-programmed spreadsheet application.
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Volunteer Project Application
Thank you for contacting Metro about volunteering in our region’s natural areas, historic cemeteries
and developed parks. We believe volunteers make our region a great place to live. Please submit the
Volunteer Project Application at least 30 days prior to your proposed volunteer date. We value your
commitment to public service.
Organization	

Contact
First name	


Last name	


E-mail address	

Address	

City, State Zip	

Day phone	


Alternative phone	


Proposed date	


Are your dates flexible?

First choice project site:
Second choice project site:

❏ yes	


❏ no

Site choices should be as drop-down lists organized by program category:
• Historic Cemetery
• Developed Park
• Natural Area

Project interests:
• Habitat restoration (plant removal and replacement)
• General cleanup (debris pickup and removal)
• Trail restoration (trail construction and repair)
• Graffiti removal and general maintenance
• Other (please describe)	

Estimated number of volunteers	

Are participating volunteers primarily youth under age 18?

❏ yes	


❏ no

Special needs and requests	

	

Would you like to receive a copy of your completed application form by e-mail?
Site:	

❏ Primary	

❏ Secondary	

❏ Low	


	


Project:	

❏ Urgent	

❏ Ongoing	

❏ Seasonal	


Group:	

❏ Priority	

❏ Returning	

	


Staff:
❏ Field	

	

❏ VC	
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❏ yes	

❏ Accept
❏ Revise
❏ Refer

❏ no

	


Volunteer Services New Opportunity Worksheet Instructions
This process is to be strategic in selecting volunteer opportunities as they arise individually, and overall
as a comprehensive portfolio. These steps will establish due diligence in determining whether to pursue
existing and new opportunities.
This form is to be completed by Volunteer Services. All new volunteer projects will be evaluated
according to the standards set forth in this process. Ongoing projects will be re-evaluated annually.
Internally Generated Requests
1. Staff person identifying a volunteer project completes the Volunteer Services Request Form and
submits it to Volunteer Services by web form, by fax, or in person. Any staff person may request
volunteers.
2. Volunteer Services completes an initial review of the request to determine whether the project is
feasible (e.g., unavoidable safety hazards).
3. If the project is feasible,Volunteer Services completes the attached form in consultation with the
requesting staff member. Each question should be answered yes or no, with the total yes responses
summed in each column. Using the grid below, the figure in the “efficiency” column plots along the
X axis. The figure in the “purpose and priorities” column plots along the Y axis.
4. Based on this evaluation Volunteer Services makes a recommendation to accept or revise the
project.
5. If the project is accepted,Volunteer Services will begin recruiting.
6. If the project is not accepted,Volunteer Services will recommend revisions and/or work with the
staff person to develop future projects.
Externally Generated Requests
1. An external party suggesting a volunteer project completes a Volunteer Project Application on the
Metro web site.
2. Volunteer Services completes an initial review and completes the evaluation steps above in
consultation with relevant staff.
Interpretation
Productivity Engines: High efficiency/high priority projects should generally be pursued unless there is a
compelling reason to defer, such as political sensitivity or a major risk.
Investments: Low efficiency/high priority projects should be assessed for ways to increase efficiency
without substantially weakening the impact. They require careful consideration of opportunity costs
and other strategies for meeting the same priority.
Low-Cost Opportunities: High efficiency/low priority projects should be assessed for ways to improve
focus on priority goals. Re-directing volunteers or projects is not always possible, in which case the
benefits of these projects should be considered in relation to the costs of not doing them.
Distractions: Low efficiency/low priority projects should generally be declined unless there is a
compelling reason for further consideration, in which case the recommendation should be revise the
project to increase the efficiency or re-focus on priority goals.
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New Opportunity Worksheet

Opportunity	


Date	

Efficiency

Purpose and Priorities

Will the project produce a large
impact?

Is it identified in a work plan or an
urgent need?

Will this project engage at least 25
volunteers?

Would this be expensive or difficult
without volunteers?

Is it an efficient use of staff time?

Will this lead to continued
involvement?

Is it scalable?

Will it engage a target population or
strategic partnership?

Is it replicable or is there an existing
structure or system for it?

Are field staff available to manage
the project?

Total

Total

5

Investments

Productivity
Engines

Purpose and Priorities

4

3

2
Low-Cost
Opportunities

Distractions
1

0

1

2

3
Efficiency
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Prioritizing Projects
The Lead Analyst is responsible for ensuring that volunteer opportunities are prioritized strategically in
accordance with the guidelines and goals set forth by the Volunteer Services Accountability Team
(VSAT).
1. The Lead Analyst, in cooperation with the Volunteer Coordinator, works with field staff to
develop a list of volunteer projects that facilitate achievement of their program objectives. This
process will identify high priority sites, and high priority projects on medium and low-priority
sites.
2. The Lead Analyst, working with the Volunteer Coordinator, develops project priorities, a
schedule for Volunteer Services engagement in these projects, and identifies which projects
should be led by field staff, which projects should be led by the Volunteer Coordinator and
which should be led together. From the project list, the Lead Analyst and Volunteer
Coordinator also identify opportunities for building relationships with high priority
constituencies. The VSAT should review project priorities annually.
3. Project opportunities identified, including schedule and project lead, should be tracked in
Volgistics, and also using the existing spreadsheet tool, “Volunteer Project Workbook,” until staff
are familiar with Volgistics.
4. For projects that field staff will be leading,Volunteer Services staff will serve as coach, mentor
and advisor to ensure success. For projects lead by Volunteer Services staff, the Volunteer
Coordinator will work directly with field staff to implement the project.
5. When unanticipated needs and opportunities arise (e.g., flooding in park, graffiti or vandalism,
inquiry from a high priority group), the field staff member notifies Volunteer Services so the
Lead Analyst can revise priorities as needed. A small amount of the Volunteer Coordinator’s
time should be designated for unexpected and emerging needs.
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Program Monitoring and Evaluation	

For developing programs that exist in complex, dynamic conditions and systems, such as Metro’s
Volunteer Services, principles of developmental evaluation can ensure data and information are available
to document program developments, facilitate adaptation under changing contexts and uncertainty,
enable real-time problem solving and promote systems change. Developmental evaluation fuels
innovative processes by answering the questions:
Figure 2
Evaluation Model

?

W

Program monitoring and evaluation for the re-invented Volunteer
Services program should be based on the following assumptions of
program needs:
• Constant experimentation and adaptation
• Flexibility
• Understanding underlying causes of observed phenomenon
• Rapid response to emerging issues and ideas
• Strategic thinking
• Creativity
• Grounding in situation and context
• Disruption of existing systems
• Adaptive evaluation tools and processes

Volunteer
Services

hat

hat

?

What is emerging or being developed?
How will it be judged given what is emerging?
What should be done next?

w
So

•
•
•

Now what?

Evaluating Volunteer Services to facilitate innovation and development requires program monitoring and
problem solving at different levels of the program, with different frequency, using different methods and
different data. We recommend conducting a baseline analysis prior to program implementation to
document the perspectives and practices of field staff, volunteers and Metro Council and leadership,
regarding the three intended program purposes, desired outcomes and the culture of volunteerism.
This first step should include systematically collecting and analyzing the indicators of program outputs
and outcomes that will be examined quarterly and annually by the Volunteer Services Accountability
Team and completing the portfolio review worksheets for existing opportunities. Feedback loops
should be established early to provide a framework for problem identification, resolution and
adaptation. Specifically, feedback and development processes should be conducted at the conclusion of
each volunteer event, monthly at departmental and/or division staff meetings, quarterly with the
Volunteer Services Accountability Team and annually to reflect on program accomplishments with
Metro overall, including Council and leadership.
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Project End Feedback and Development
Purpose: Volunteer appreciation and immediate project feedback documenting outputs and processes
Audience: Project Volunteers, Lead Project Staff,Volunteer Services
Lead: Volunteer Services Administrative Assistant
At the conclusion of each volunteer project the Volunteer Services Administrative Assistant collects
data from the project’s lead staff, including the volunteers who participated, the number of hours they
worked, work accomplishments the group completed and new skills or knowledge learned, making note
of large discrepancies from the project intentions. Using Volgistics, the Administrative Assistant e-mails
participating staff and volunteers a thank you message that includes the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of volunteers who participated (Volgistics)
Number of total hours contributed (Volgistics)
Project accomplishments/work completed (Terremet)
Number of first-time volunteers (Volgistics)
Skills or knowledge learned by volunteers, if appropriate (Project lead or pre-post test)

With the data collected by the Administrative Assistant, the Lead Analyst, assisted by the Volunteer
Coordinator, debriefs the project with lead staff in a conference call or in-person meeting. Questions
discussed during debriefing sessions might include:
•
•
•
•

Was the work completed to your expectation?
What did the volunteers learn? What did you observe that indicates this?
Were there any noteworthy occurrences? What did you do? What did you learn?
What should be done differently next time?

Monthly Feedback and Development
Purpose: Debrief and reflect on volunteer work with field staff to build capacity
Audience: Field Staff
Lead: Volunteer Services Lead Analyst, assisted by Volunteer Coordinator
Each month during departmental staff meetings the Lead Analyst reviews volunteer projects with the
field staff and facilitates a reflective practice to document staff experiences with volunteers, identify
patterns and themes, collect feedback for the Volunteer Services Accountability Team and formulate
new actions. Reflective practice captures lessons both about the activities in the program and about
assessing those activities. This process can also promote relationship development between Volunteer
Services and field staff. Review and reflection could proceed in the following steps:
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•
•
•
•
•

Overview of volunteer projects in the department, including data collected and reported at the
end of projects
Recognition of new staff working with volunteers, and staff working with volunteers in new
capacities
Reflections from field staff experiences, including success stories and challenges
Analysis of experiences and lessons learned
Develop new approaches to solve problems discovered through reflection, build skills and
identify next steps to be examined in the following monthly reflective practice dialogue

Quarterly Feedback and Development
Purpose: Mid-range implementation monitoring, course corrections and problem solving, including
program purpose and types of opportunities
Audience: Volunteer Services Accountability Team
Lead: Volunteer Services Lead Analyst, with the Volunteer Services Accountability Team
Each quarter, the Volunteer Services Accountability Team, lead by the Lead Analyst, reviews the available
volunteer opportunities as a collection for overall efficiency and fit with program purposes and
priorities, types of experiences available, outcomes as a balance of the three program purposes and
volunteer capacity and culture. The Accountability Team may choose to focus on specific areas of
program improvement each quarter rather than examining all of it every quarter.
All volunteer opportunities should be plotted together on the efficiency-purpose and priority grid used
for vetting new opportunities (See the Quarterly Review of Volunteer Opportunity Portfolio
worksheet).
If too many opportunities appear to be investments or low-cost opportunities the Accountability Team
should determine whether opportunities were plotted accurately, whether the vetting questions are
appropriate and calibrated correctly, whether to consider modifying any opportunities, or whether to
develop new opportunities that will become productivity engines. To assist with this process, the
Accountability Team should consider the types of volunteer experiences that are available and the
purposes and populations served by each type of experience.
Any opportunities identified as distractions should be revised to increase priority and/or improve
efficiency, or discontinued.
Before making decisions to modify, eliminate or develop new volunteer opportunities the Accountability
Team should asses the extent that the three Volunteer Services program purposes are being met
overall, and the extent that a volunteer culture is developing in each program area. Indicators may
include:
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Build Relationships across our Region
•
•

•
•
•

Number of first-time volunteers in each program area (Volgistics)
Volunteer demographics mapped, including (Volgistics and intake survey)
‣
age
‣
gender
‣
race or ethnicity
‣
education
‣
religion
‣
languages spoken at home
‣
disabilities
‣
address
First-time groups that volunteered in each program area (Volgistics)
Number of volunteers participating in multiple program areas in relation to the total number of
volunteers (Volgistics)
Special projects completed in each program area (Lead Analyst)

Develop Leaders in Conservation
•
•
•

Number of returning volunteers in each program area (Volgistics)
Returning volunteers by first-time opportunity and by type of first-time experience (Volgistics)
Skill or knowledge learned by volunteers in each program area (end of project reports and Lead
Analyst)

Improve Properties and Programs
•
•
•
•

Number of volunteer opportunities in each program area (Volgistics)
Number of sites where volunteers are engaged in relation to the total number of sites, in each
program area (Volgistics)
Volunteer accomplishments in each program area (Terremet and reflective practice)
Volunteer projects completed in each program in relation to all possible volunteer projects
identified in work plans (Volgistics and Lead Analyst)

Volunteer Capacity and Culture
•
•
•

	


Number of volunteer opportunities generated and filled in each program area (Volgistics)
Number of staff supervising volunteers (Volgistics and reflective practice)
Staff feedback on volunteer projects (reflective practice)
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Quarterly Review of Volunteer Opportunity Portfolio
Quarterly, the Volunteer Services Accountability Team should evaluate the complete portfolio of
volunteer opportunities. There are three questions to ask in this process:
1. How well do the range of opportunities available meet program goals relative to the resources
required for them?
2. How efficiently do the available opportunities engage volunteers?
3. What are the types of opportunities available in the different program areas?
The answers to these questions provide information to consider whether some activities should be
modified. The Accountability Team should expect that opportunities will populate three-quarters of
the grid, minimizing the number of opportunities identified as distractions.
Lead: Volunteer Services Accountability Team
Information Source and Recommendations: Lead Analyst

See other side for legend.
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Types of Volunteer Experiences in Portfolio
Different types of opportunities appeal to different types of volunteers. Ensuring an adequate range of
entry points and experiences available to meet the program’s relationship goals may provide guidance in
determining how opportunities are modified, or new opportunities developed.

Conservation
Education

Episodic activities for
individuals

Intensive skill-building
opportunities

GR

Ex
am

Episodic activities for
groups

Developed
Parks

ES

Legend:
DE = Data Entry
ES = Eagle Scouts and Entrepreneurial
FP = Friends and Partnership Groups
GR = Group Restoration
NPC = Native Plant Center
RD = Research and Data
SS = Site Stewards
VN = Volunteer Naturalists
WM = Wildlife Monitoring

	


GR

VN

Medium-term medium/
high skill projects
Volunteer-driven
projects

Historic
Cemeteries

pl
e

Type of Opportunity
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Natural Areas

Administrative

NPC
GR
WM

RD
FP

WM, SS

DE

	


Tables 4 and 5 may provide a way to organize and review quantitative measures once baselines data and
targets are determined. These figures are complemented by narrative indicators and analysis provided
by the Lead Analyst to provide meaning and context.

Table 4
Volunteer Services Quarterly Indicators
Program Goal
Building
relationships
across our region

Indicator

Annual
Target

Progress

Program Area
Cemeteries

Number of first-time
volunteers

Education
Natural Areas
Parks

Developing leaders
in conservation

Cemeteries

Number of returning
volunteers

Education
Natural Areas
Parks

Improving
properties and
programs

Cemeteries

Number of volunteer
opportunities

Education
Natural Areas
Parks

Number of sites
where volunteers are
engaged / Available
sites that could have
volunteers

Cemeteries

Projects completed /
Projects identified

Cemeteries

Education
Natural Areas
Parks
Education
Natural Areas
Parks

Building capacity
and culture

Cemeteries

Utilization rate

Education
Natural Areas
Parks
Cemeteries

Number of staff
supervising
volunteers / Number
of staff available to
supervise volunteers

	


Education
Natural Areas
Parks
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Table 5
Volunteer Retention by Entry-Point Experience
Program Area

Cemeteries

Opportunity

Type of Experience

Research

Medium term mid/high skill

Site Stewards

Medium term mid/high skill

Education

Volunteer Naturalists

Intensive skill-building

Natural Areas

Native Plant Center

Episodic individual

Restoration

Episodic group

Site Stewards

Medium term mid/high skill

Wildlife Monitoring

Medium term mid/high skill

Restoration

Episodic group

Site Stewards

Medium term mid/high skill

Parks

1st-Time
Volunteers / Total
Volunteers

1st-Time
Volunteers who
Volunteered Again
at Metro

Annual Feedback and Development
Purpose: Articulate volunteer value and accomplishments for each of the program goals, and raise the
profile and visibility of volunteers and Volunteer Services across all programs at Metro
Audience: Metro Council and Leadership
Lead: Volunteer Services Lead Analyst and Volunteer Services Accountability Team
The Lead Analyst produces an annual report summarizing program developments and
accomplishments, using data collected at project end, during monthly reflective practice dialogs (as
appropriate), during quarterly reviews and in annual surveys of volunteers and staff. Following review
by the Volunteer Services Accountability Team the report will be disseminated throughout Metro,
including leadership staff in all program areas, Metro Council and to Metro’s volunteer partners. The
annual report might include:
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Build Relationships across our Region
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer demographics mapped (Volgistics and intake survey)
Number of new volunteers (Volgistics)
New groups volunteering (Volgistics)
Number of volunteers participating in multiple program areas (Volgistics)
Volunteers and groups that initiate progressively deeper roles and relationships (Lead Analyst
and annual survey)
Special projects completed (Lead Analyst)
Volunteer satisfaction (annual survey)

Develop Leaders in Conservation
•
•
•

Progressively engaged volunteers, including by first-time volunteer experience (Volgistics)
Groups that engage in progressively deeper activities (Volgistics, Lead Analyst and annual survey)
Volunteer skills, knowledge, behaviors and practices learned about conservation (intake survey
and annual survey)

Improve Properties and Programs
•
•
•

Number of volunteers and summary of volunteer accomplishments in each program area
(Volgistics and Terramet)
New volunteer roles and opportunities created in each program area (Vogistics)
Field staff feedback about program/site improvements (reflective practice and annual survey)

Volunteer Capacity and Culture
•
•
•

	


Number of staff directly supervising volunteers (Volgistics)
Utilization rate of volunteer opportunities generated and volunteers placed (Volgistics)
Staff motivation and satisfaction (annual survey)
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Program Manuals and Handbooks	

The Lead Analyst will develop Volunteer Services policies and procedures, which will be approved by
the Volunteer Services Accountability Team. To ensure program procedures are followed the Analyst
will also develop a series of manuals for use by Volunteer Services staff, field staff and volunteers.
Volgistics Process Summary
Volgistics is a web-based database application for use in Volunteer Services program management.
Proper configuration to program needs at the outset is essential. To ensure the database meets
program needs the Lead Analyst will need to:
1. Identify the specific volunteer information Volgistics will be used to manage. Staff input is
necessary and volunteer input is desirable in making these decisions.
2. Set-up and customize the database architecture to meet program needs. This includes
determining operator and coordinator rights, applications built and documentation loaded.
3. Determine and document standard practices for backup, daily processing, monthly, quarterly and
annual reports, archive criteria and volunteer assignment needs.
4. Develop a Volgistics operations manual, training materials and train staff.
5. Configure VicNet.

Volgistics Manual Contents
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
	


Introduction
‣
Passwords and Account Information
‣
Confidentiality Agreement
Recruitment
Volunteer Profile
Assignments
Coordinators
Scheduling
Checklist
Tags
Sets
Mail
Tracking Service
Tracking Awards
Reports and Printing
VicNet
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Volunteer Services Program Manual
The Volunteer Services Program Manual will provide written guidelines for program practices and
operations for Volunteer Services and other Metro staff. It will enable Volunteer Services staff to work
consistently with one another, with field staff across departments, with volunteers and with new staff
when transitions occur.
Volunteer Services Program Manual Contents
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Introduction
‣
Program Purpose
The Volunteer Program
‣
Policies and Procedures
‣
Sample Forms and Materials
Organizational Chart
‣
Staff Roles and Responsibilities
‣
Lead Analyst
‣
Volunteer Coordinator
‣
Administrative Assistant
‣
Field Staff
‣
Volunteers
Recruitment, Screening and Background Checks
‣
Recruiting
‣
Screening and Background Checks
‣
Working with Vulnerable Populations
Training and Supervision of Volunteers
‣
Training
‣
Supervision
Internships
Volunteer Liability and Insurance
Accidents and Incidents Reporting and Follow-up
‣
Accident Reporting
‣
Follow-up

Staff Manual for Working with Volunteers
Field staff must be provided with to promote success when they work with volunteers. A staff manual
for working with volunteers should accompany other capacity building resources and activities, such as
monthly reflective practice dialogues, formal training and one-on-one work with the Lead Analyst and
Volunteer Coordinator. The staff manual should be available at each program site, as well as online.
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Staff Manual for Working with Volunteers Contents
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

	


Volunteer Services Purpose Statement and
Program Goals
Key Definitions and Roles
‣
Volunteers
‣
Volunteer Services
‣
Field Staff
Policies and Procedures
‣
Volunteer Rights and Responsibilities
‣
Request for Volunteers
‣
Volunteer Forms
✦
Where can I find forms?
✦
Why do volunteers need to fill out
forms?
✦
Who is responsible for having
volunteers fill out forms?
✦
Which form should a volunteer fill
out?
✦
Insurance Information for Volunteers
✦
Retention of Volunteer Forms and
Records
✦
What happens when a volunteer
returns a form to Volunteer Services?
✦
What should I do if I receive a
volunteer form?
Interview, Orientation and Training
‣
Sample Interview Questions
‣
Sample Volunteer Orientation
Age Requirements and Age Appropriateness
Service-Learning
Court-Ordered Community Service
Reporting Hours
Incidents and Injuries
Termination

•
•
•

•
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Recognition
A Walk Through the Process of Volunteering
Tips for Working with Volunteers
‣
Why People Volunteer
‣
What Makes a Good Volunteer
Experience
‣
Trends and Generational Patterns
‣
Why People Continue Volunteering
‣
Easy Ways to Value your Volunteers
‣
Volunteer Project Quality Control
‣
Volunteer Safety
‣
Developing Volunteer Leaders
‣
Potential Challenges
Appendices
‣
Sample Policies
✦
Volunteer Equal Opportunity/Nondiscrimination Policy
✦
Background Check Policy
✦
Age Policy
✦
ID Badge Policy
‣
Sample Forms
✦
Volunteer Request Form
✦
Volunteer Application, Insurance
Waiver, Background Check Form
✦
Event Check-in Form
✦
Service-Learning/Community Service
Form
✦
Internships
✦
Volunteer Hours Form
✦
Volunteer Discharge Form
✦
Sample Phone Script
✦
Sample Volunteer Interview Record

	


Metro Handbook for Volunteers
The Metro Handbook for Volunteers will provide written guidelines and expectations for volunteers in
Historic Cemeteries, Natural Areas and Parks and Visitor Services. The policies, program practices,
volunteer benefits and expectations are required for all volunteers who participate in ongoing
activities, and volunteers who participate more than three times a year for episodic activities. The
handbook will ensure all volunteers receive clear and consistent information, establish performance
expectations for both volunteers and Metro and help provide a consistent experience for volunteers
who are engaged in more than one department. The handbook is also a place to share philosophy and
mission statements.
Handbook for Volunteers Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

	


Contents
Mission,Vision and Values of Volunteer Services
Philosophy
Welcome Statement/Letter
Program Contact Information
Background about Metro
History
Requirements for Volunteers
Program Information
‣
Volunteer Opportunities
‣
Volunteer Work Space and Equipment
‣
Opportunities for Participating in Volunteer Services
‣
Calendar of Regularly Scheduled Volunteer Activities and Upcoming Events
Policies and Procedures
‣
Sign-in and Hours Reporting
‣
ID Requirements
‣
Emergency Protocols
‣
Dress Code and Culture Statement
Rights and Responsibilities
Benefits of Volunteering
Organization Chart
Staff Directory
Agreement to Abide by Handbook
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Capacity Building	

Capacity building is a process of enhancing the ability of an organization to improve both the quality
and volume of its performance and to anticipate and meet challenges.
Strategic Capacity Development
During our internal research three strategic issues emerged around capacity building: improving the
function of Volunteer Services staff, field staff and program administration; clarifying decision-making and
communication; and developing a strong and consistent volunteer culture. Capacity building across
different program areas—specifically volunteer services staff, field staff and program administration—
must be approached with balance in mind. For instance, increasing capacity among field staff to work
directly with volunteers will yield little return if capacity is not simultaneously increased in
administrative infrastructure to streamline and improve volunteer intake and recruitment. The program
model takes steps to resolve some of these capacity issues, while resolution in other areas is dependent
on how the model is implemented.
Volunteer Services Staff
Adding a Volunteer Services Lead Analyst to oversee systems, develop procedures, develop Volgistics,
document achievements, consolidate replicated functions and coordinate communication across
departments will add administrative capacity that clarifies communications, decision-making and
program processes and supports program cohesion across departments. Having a Lead Analyst with
experience in capacity building will support the Volunteer Coordinator in leading projects across all
departments and will help the field staff identify and lead their own volunteer projects.
Program Administration
Adding a Volunteer Services Administrative Assistant to manage volunteer intake, communications and
data collection will add substantial capacity for enrolling new volunteers in a timely fashion, and for
ensuring there is accurate data about program participation and accomplishments. The Lead Analyst
must be skilled in Volgistics to develop and configure the system in accordance with program needs, and
to support the Administrative Assistant in reliable data tracking. The Administrative Assistant must be
skilled in membership management or relational databases, optimally with experience using Volgistics.
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Field Staff
Field staff in Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries have a wide
range of skills, knowledge, experiences and commitment to working with volunteers. The Lead Analyst,
assisted by the Volunteer Coordinator, will work with field staff to build capacity for working with
volunteers by aiding in the development of volunteer opportunities, leading post-project debriefs,
facilitating monthly reflective practice dialogs and identifying and providing training and tools that will
improve field staff skills and practices. In phase two of model implementation, the addition of a
Volunteer Coordinator assigned to work in each department will create additional capacity that
reinforces skill building by field staff and assists in their engagement with volunteers.
Professional Development
Volunteer Services staff should consider providing the following professional development
opportunities:

	


•

Annual Skills Assessment. Volunteer Services staff should conduct an annual skills assessment with
field staff, that identifies skills, knowledge, barriers and opportunities for field staff to engage
volunteers. Training and other assistance would be informed by this annual assessment.

•

Training in Volunteer Management and Volunteerism. Training topics to increase field staff
knowledge might include:
‣
Purpose, values and philosophy of volunteer program
‣
Essential elements of a volunteer program
‣
Volunteer motivations and challenges
‣
Similarities and differences between volunteers and paid staff
‣
Creating well-designed volunteer projects
‣
Trends in volunteerism and generational shifts
‣
Working with diverse volunteer populations
‣
Managing volunteer projects and events
‣
Building deeper involvement and volunteer leadership

•

Hands-on Assistance Developing Opportunities and Supervising Volunteers. Volunteer Services staff
will advise field staff in identifying and shaping quality volunteer opportunities, matching
volunteers with roles, training to prepare for specific projects and solving problems. This close
connection between Volunteer Services staff and field staff will help overcome resistance and
surface new ways that volunteers can advance Metro’s mission.

•

Tools and Materials. To promote consistency across program areas,Volunteer Services may
develop resources that work across program areas and projects, such as work party equipment
kits, communication templates, recognition tips and tokens of appreciation, or training materials.
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•

Mentoring and Problem-Solving Cohorts. Volunteer Services staff should assume a mentoring
relationship with field staff, or facilitate peer mentoring relationships among staff to resolve
problems nimbly, build camaraderie and detect problems as they emerge.

•

Feedback Loops. Volunteer Services staff will facilitate feedback processes with field staff at the
end of each project and monthly in work units. These feedback loops will allow field staff to
share experiences with colleagues, learn from events as well as successes and challenges,
disseminate information, experiment with program development, identify new actions and
promote relationship development between Volunteer Services staff and field staff.

Building a Volunteer Culture
A volunteer culture is a widely-held set of beliefs that ascribes value and mutual benefits to volunteer
engagement in the organization’s work, even among those who do not work closely with volunteers.
The Lead Analyst, in concert with the Volunteer Services Accountability Team, can promote a volunteer
culture at Metro.

	


•

Articulate Program Vision and Value. The Volunteer Services Lead Analyst and the Accountability
Team, will articulate a program vision. The vision should depict how volunteers add value to the
region and fulfill Metro’s mission. To promote a volunteer culture the vision should be
understood and shared externally and internally throughout Metro, including among field staff
across different program areas and work units, program managers throughout Metro and
Metro’s leadership.

•

Success Stories. Volunteer Services staff can help field staff share successful experiences with
volunteers, the value these experiences have for Metro and for volunteers and keys to success
and replication. Monthly facilitated reflective practice dialogs with field staff will help them
document, analyze and learn from staff experiences. When appropriate, data from these
meetings can be disseminated more widely across Metro.

•

Articulate Values. The Lead Analyst and Accountability Team will develop uniform and compelling
messaging and communication plan for the program, including the purpose and values the
program fulfills, and tangible ways volunteers add value to Metro’s work.

•

Leadership. The Volunteer Services Accountability Team will develop strategies for
communicating the program’s value to the Metro Council, Chief Operating Officer and senior
management. Metro’s leaders cannot dictate culture, but they influence it when they speak
credibly about the program’s value and directions. In turn, department and division managers
should set expectations for field staff, prioritize professional development in volunteerism and
be a resource for staff to overcome any resistance to working with volunteers.
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•

Expectations. All field staff should expect to work with and manage volunteers. Experience or
skill working with volunteers should be considered in hiring new staff. Existing staff should be
offered professional development to foster success and accountability.

Opportunities for Internal Cohesion
Volunteer Services across Metro’s range of programs and visitor venues is expansive, yet the programs
are isolated from one another.
•

Volunteer Services staff from Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services, Historic Cemeteries,
Conservation Education, Oregon Zoo, Oregon Convention Center and Portland Center for
Performing Arts should convene quarterly to promote professional development, problem
solving, coherence and collegiality across programs.

•

The collective body of Metro-wide volunteer services staff may elect to provide periodic
inservice training for all of Metro staff who work with volunteers in any capacity.

•

Developing a single Volunteer Handbook that can be customized for all of Metro’s Volunteer
Services programs would ensure that all Metro volunteers receive consistent information about
policies, procedures and expectations. Volunteer Handbooks already exists in some Metro
venues and, along with recommendations in this manual, could serve as a foundation for a more
uniform document.

Other Recommendations and Practices
Much of the information garnered through research with external organizations has been incorporated
into model development. The following list includes other practices not tied to the program model or
discussed elsewhere in this manual:

	


•

Engage field staff in setting goals. Several volunteer services staff were able to engage field staff in
setting goals or developing strategies for the volunteer program to get work done on-theground, build a conservation ethic and build relationships. Staff who participate in decision
making have greater buy-in to the Volunteer Services program goals, and in some cases may
influence the way goals are met, such as prioritizing work accomplishments during a short
planting season and focusing on building a conservation ethic other times of the year. Monthly
reflective practice dialogues are a venue to engage field staff in setting program goals.

•

Prepare field staff to work with volunteers. Field staff who are expected to work with volunteers
must receive adequate training, tools, mentoring and problem-solving support. In organizations
where field staff were hired without the expectation to work with volunteers, the relationships
among staff became strained. In some cases professional development had been eliminated due
to budget cuts, but the expectations for volunteer engagement remained. In others, all new staff
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who work with volunteers are required to receive training from Volunteer Services before
volunteers are placed in their program. In still others, experience working with volunteers is a
hiring requirement.

	


•

Close the knowledge gap for Volunteer Services staff. While volunteer coordinators should not be
expected to function as restoration ecologists, they should develop fluency in restoration,
invasive species management, conservation education and other relevant disciplines. This
competence will allow volunteer coordinators to deepen project knowledge, lead groups in field
work and articulate the tangible impact of volunteers’ accomplishments.

•

Emphasize collegial relationships. Frequent informal communication between Volunteer Services
and field staff is critical in overcoming resistance to engaging volunteers. Some interview
participants expressed that mandating volunteer engagement creates authoritarian relationships
and negative experiences when cultivation among equals might be more effective. Similarly,
Volunteer Services should strive to observe program operations in the field, develop
relationships with field staff and collect and document candid program feedback through
spontaneous conversations.

•

Creativity with staff responsibilities, time and budgets. Creative use of staff time and budgets can
remove obstacles to volunteer engagement. In one case, manager-level Volunteer Services staff
adopts the role of volunteer coordinator embedded within a department when a project needs
intense energy or problem-solving. Examples of creative use of Volunteer Services budgets
within accountability boundaries include subsidizing field staff overtime for critical projects, or
purchasing tools for a department to accommodate volunteer needs.

•

Streamline administrative demands. Almost universally,Volunteer Services programs sought to
simplify and minimize the administrative and data collection requirements of field staff. Tactics
included providing hand-held devices for volunteer sign-in and entering data, or training lead
volunteers to complete these tasks.

•

Volunteers active in Volunteer Services. As noted above, there are a number of administrative tasks
required for volunteer administration and management. Several programs placed volunteers in
administrative or leadership roles to assist in volunteer operations. There are many roles within
Volunteer Services that may be suitable for volunteers to perform.
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Appendices	

Participating Metro Staff Members

Core Team Participants and Project Champions
Rachel Fox, Historic Cemeteries
Dan Kromer, Parks and Visitor Services
Dan Moeller, Natural Areas
Peri Muhich, Oregon Convention Center
Jennifer Payne, Oregon Zoo
John Sheehan, Conservation Education
Bonnie Shoffner, Restoration Volunteer Coordinator
Stacey Triplett, Sustainability Center

Other Participating Staff Members
Marsha Holt-Kingsley, Native Plant Center
Sandy Jamison, Conservation Education, Oregon Zoo
Susan Unrein, Sustainability Center
Katy Weil, Science and Stewardship
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External Agency Interview Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

	


Albertina Kerr Center (Oregon)
East Bay Regional Park District (Oakland, CA)
Friends of Trees (Portland, OR)
Forest Hills Cemetery (Boston, MA)
ForTerra (Puget Sound Region)
Human Solutions (Portland, OR)
Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization (Portland, OR)
Jacksonville Cemetery (Jacksonville, OR)
Land Paths (Santa Rosa, CA)
Neighborhood House (Portland, OR)
Portland Parks and Recreation
The Nature Conservancy (Oregon)
Oregon Convention Center
Oregon Parks and Recreation District (Salem, OR)
Oregon Zoo
City of Santa Clara (CA)
Save the Bay (Oakland, CA)
Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District (Santa Rosa, CA)
Tualatin Hills Park and Recreation District (Beaverton, OR)
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Metro Parks, Natural Areas and Cemeteries
Volunteer Program
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Challenges
and Strategic Issues
April 2013
Methodology
The SWOC (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, challenges) analysis was based upon in-depth
interviews with Metro staff and review of current and past program documents from the Parks and
Visitor Services, Natural Areas, Historic Cemeteries and Conservation Eduction volunteer programs.

Participating Staff

	


•
•
•

Rachel Fox, Manager, Metro Cemeteries Manager
Marsha Holt-Kingsley, Native Plant Center
Dan Kromer Parks & Visitor Services Manager

•
•
•
•
•

Dan Moeller, Natural Areas Land Manager
Peri Muhich,Visitor Information & Volunteer Services Manager, Oregon Convention Center
Jennifer Payne,Volunteer & Youth Programs Manager, Oregon Zoo
John Sheehan, Parks & Regional Programs Manager
Bonnie Shoffner, Restoration Volunteer Coordinator

•
•
•

Stacey Triplett, Senior Managing Analyst
Susan Unrein, Administrative Services Supervisor
Katy Weil, Senior Analyst, Natural Areas
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Current

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Challenges
Strengths
• Multiple successful volunteer opportunities with a
range of successful attributes
• Current volunteer interest leaves room for targeted
growth
• Public support for core functions
• Staff history with the agency

Future

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities
Volunteer leadership, site stewardship, episodic and
partnerships opportunities
Controlled scaling of management capacity to match
recruiting
Links between access to nature, public health and
equity
Two large generations of potential volunteers
Volgistics capability
Assets

	


Weaknesses
• Lack of coherent goals across program
• Inconsistency across volunteer experiences
• Unclear decision-making and administrative
processes
• Capacity of field staff, as well as volunteer services
and administrative staff
• Inconsistent organizational culture around
volunteers
• Unclear readiness for diverse volunteer base
•

•
•
•

Challenges
Scaling up in multiple areas in concert:
• Volunteer coordination
• Field staff
• Administration
Building a volunteer culture
Engaging low-income communities and communities
of color is a complex and long-term commitment
Program cuts in some areas should M26-152 fail
Constraints
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Strengths
Strengths are defined as current successful practices signficiant enough to inspire possible retention and
maintenance, to have developed core consitutencies, and can be a foundation for growth, expansion and
evolution.

Internal Environment
•

Existing portfolio contains a wide range of volunteer opportunities: episodic, individuals and groups, medium and
long-term volunteer commitments and career-bulding opporutunities

•
•

Staff and volunteers largely feel that they do important, tangible and impactful work

•

NPC and Wilife Monitoring volunteers have been able to develop careers and academic pursuits

•

NPC has ability to accept individual volunteers in ad-hoc roles

•
•

Strong science-volunteer connection in Wildlife Monitoring program

Volunteer Naturalist program, Native Plant Center (NPC), Wildlife Monitors and cemetery volunteers have strong
cohort cohesion, consistent retention and give-back rate

While these strengths are mostly isolated from other areas of volunteerism, their success in the current program
model lays a strong foundation for program development

External Environment
•

Public broadly supports natural areas and parks

•

Current volunteer program does not require outreach or recruiting: many volunteers find Metro without an
extensive investment in outreach

•

Relationships with friends groups linked to Historic Cemeteries

•
•

Strong community support and demand for citizen science at a beginner level
Demand for skill and career-building volunteer opportunities

Capability & Capacity

	


•
•

Process is underway for identifying volunteer roles in property natural resources planning

•

History of ensuring quality assurance/quality control of data gathered by Wildlife Monitoring volunteers

Commitment to citizen science among staff
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Weaknesses
Weaknesses are aspects of current practice that are not achieving the desired condition or that are limiting the
program’s ability to achieve its goals.

Internal Environment
•

No broadly held philosophy or sense of what the program should accomplish

•

Unknown readiness for a more racially and ethnically diverse volunteer base (e.g., language barriers, cultural
competency, existing relationships or history of working across Metro’s external relationship)

•

Volunteers across different areas have different experiences that are not consistent

•

Decision-making and systems development is slowed by:
‣

Unclear roles in volunteer coordination and decision-making

‣

Lack of authority by those with the capacity

‣

Lack of time by those with authority

‣

Unclear or diffuse project ownership on the operational and tactical levels

External Environment
•

The public’s lack of understanding of Metro creates a challenging environment for building relationships and
understanding of Metro’s mission

•

Lack of involvement in Metro volunteer programs from populations of color and low-income communities

•

Goals of engaging diverse populations may encounter a historic distrust of government, as well as a reluctance to
volunteer to meet the agency’s needs unless those projects are also percieved as meeting their community’s highpriority needs. This process will likely require sustained relationship and trust building to identify the best
opportunities

Capability & Capacity
•

Field staff understanding of and commitment to a strong volunteer culture,1 interest in engaging volunteers,
knowledge of how staff interactions affect quality of the volunteer experience and long-term volunteer retention is
varied through key parts of the agency

•

Field staff capacity and time for envisioning and crafting creative and well-developed volunteer opportunities are
limited

•

Field staff lack time to delegate, communicate, train and mange volunteers once recruited and placed

•

Varied level of trust in volunteer work quality and reliability

1A

volunteer culture is a set of beliefs and actions infused throughout an organization that places inherent value on volunteer engagement
in the organization’s mission beyond merely the contribution of labor. Engaging with volunteers is considered a role of all staff regardless
of position, and staff have the tools and skills for volunteer engagement. When starting a new initiative, the question of whether or how
to engage volunteers is asked automatically, and the organization is equipped to answer this question well and to move forward with a
high likelihood of success.
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Opportunities
Opportunities represent areas of potential future improvement, change and/or growth. These possible futures
are neither certain nor risk-free but represent areas to explore in considering future actions.

Internal Environment
•

Volunteer leadership opportunities in multiple areas (e.g., crew leaders, monitoring mentors, “friends of” cemetery
groups, site stewards)

•
•

Formal internships and other structured learning experiences, based on positive experiences in the past

•

More opportunities for epidsodic volunteerism

•

Partnerships with other organizations engaged in volunteer management with mission congruence around natural
area restoration and volunteer engagement

Short-term, high-level projects could meet some needs of volunteers from the baby boom generation

External Environment
•

Increased awareness of links between public health, access to parks and nature and equity issues in the public
debate may create partnership opportunities between Metro and low-income communities and communities of
color

•

Since Metro’s volunteer recruiting is minimal, the agency is positioned to target current recruting to achieve the
volume, roles, geography and/or skills desired without exhausting volunteer potential

•

Two large generations will affect volunteerism significantly: baby boomer generation (ages 49-67) and the millenials
(ages 13-34); if Metro can position its volunteer program to appeal to these very large generations volunteer
opportunities could be magnified

•

Schools, community colleges and workforce development programs create demand for gateways to college, high
school completion and workforce readiness that may create partnership opportunities around careers that also
address Metro’s needs

•

Growing diversity of the Metro region

Capability & Capacity

	


•

Unrealized volunteer opportunities exist in multiple areas (e.g., Conservation Education, Wildlife Monitoring, field
and administrative roles, schools and site stewards) if staff have time available to create new roles, manage and
communicate with volunteers

•

Volgistics database has unrealized capability and potential to save staff time and open new opportunities with
sufficient learning and systems management

•

Potential to scale up two areas proactively and simultaneously: 1) capacity of field staff to interact with volunteers
and structure good volunteer opportunities and 2) targeted recruiting to match this expansion. This could provide
an adapative management model for meeting specific needs elsewhere at Metro
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Challenges
Challenges are changing circumstances that could have adverse effects on the program achieving its goals. Like
opportunities, these threats are neither certain nor inevitable. They require various combinations of monitoring,
threat assessment, and proactive and reactive responses.

Internal Environment
•

Creating a volunteer culture among the field staff will require a combination of time, capacity-building, training,
organizational culture change, incremental successes and creation of well-operating systems; failure will make
subsequent attempts more difficult

External Environment
•

If efforts to engage communities of color and low-income communities are short-term, unsustained, or
unsuccessful, future efforts will likely become more difficult

•

Changes in existing volunteer programs could potentially alienate current partners if the program focus migrates
elsewhere without sufficient relationship manangement

Capability & Capability

	


•

Attempting to scale the volunteer program (e.g., hours, number of volunteers, sites, roles) without addressing needs
for administration, internal communication, volunteer management and operations will place additional demand on
an already strained system

•

Some areas of volunteer expansion will likely require increased time, creative energy and communication from field
staff in the field, scientific and education programs, as well as adminstirative and volunteer coordination staff

•

If the levy does not pass, cuts in Historic Cemeteries and Parks and Visitor Services programs may reduce
volunteer coordination capacity within each department
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Areas of Consensus
Metro staff was in general agreement on the following points:

	


•

Current volunteer program lacks a cohesive center, clear goals or desired outcomes, or philosophy
among Metro staff

•

The volunteer program is felt to be reasonably effective given its diffuse nature, and volunteers are
engaged in impactful work, but more is possible

•

It is difficult for volunteers to get through the application and screening process quickly and smoothly

•

Volunteer experiences vary highly across program areas

•

There is unrealized potential for productive volunteer engagement but limited capacity on field staff to
create, manage, communicate and coordinate volunteer activities; opinions varied regarding how high a
priority increasing volunteer service should be compared to other priorities for staff time

•

Current measures of volunteer program outputs (hours and volunteers) are not the only indicators of
voluneer program effectiveness. Other metrics may be more important once the program vision is
clarified
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Areas Lacking Consensus
Opinions of Metro staff varied on the following key points:
•

	


Three different desired outcomes for the volunteer program exist and with differing priorities. These
values are not mutually exclusive and can often be complimentary, but also present decision points in
program design, implementation and resource allocation:
‣

Educating and instilling volunteers with a commitment to environmental stewardship,
conservation education and care for public lands and facilities

‣

Building an understanding of the value of Metro mission and work

‣

Achieving efficient on-the-ground results

•

The role of the field staff in volunteer communication and management of volunteers following
recruitment, intake and placement. Some felt that the volunteer contact with field staff was essential to
ensure volunteer projects are being done properly, communication is swift, and to place volunteers in
contact with mentors and experts. Others felt that this direct contact adds an additional skill set
requirements to field staff that volunteer coordination staff are best equipped to fill, and creates an
inconsistent volunteer experience. The role and time demands of the volunteer management and field
staff, along with a realistic assessment of workloads, will be a strategic issue in this project.

•

The level of centralization of administrative functions in the volunteer program and at what level it
should occur. While there is agreement that current administration is disjointed, a range of opinions
exists about the urgency of centralization, the level at which it should occur within Metro, how this
centralization could also preserve flexibility given the individual varied nature of activities and what kind
of staff resources would be required to make this centralization work at current levels and handle any
expansion.

•

The role of the volunteer program in engaging low-income communities and communities of color in
Metro. While this topic surfaced during interviews, it is unclear as of this writing to what extent this
possibility has been explored outside of Metro staff for resonance with these communities, to what
extent these communities feel engagement in Metro’s volunteer program meets their needs, if
relationships and trust have been developed and what these communities would desire from such a
relationship. It was expresssed that these relationships require long-term investment and relationship
building, and that staffing levels would have to be able to accomodate this sustained effort in addition to
other demands in the volunteer program and elsewhere.
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Strategic Issues

Program Purpose and Vision
1. What is the optimal combination and priority of multiple outcomes for Volunteer
Services?
‣
Effective on the ground work
‣
Building understanding and support of Metro
‣
Building a conservation ethic
2. How should these be measured?
Program Design and Positioning
3. What are the most strategic areas of focus for volunteer involvement?
4. How should Volunteer Services be positioned for impacts of the baby boom and
millennial generations, and the region’s diversifying population?
Degree of Centralization
5. How many of the key functions should be centralized to strike the ideal balance of
coherence, efficiency and flexibility?
6. What is the best balance in relationships and responsibilities between field staff and
Volunteer Services staff?
Capacity and Capability
7. With limited resources, what is the best way to improve function in three areas:
‣
Volunteer Services staff?
‣
Field staff?
‣
Program administration?
8. What changes will clarify decision-making and communication?
9. How should Metro approach building a stronger volunteer culture?
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Model Implementation Phase 1: Team Focus/Culture Change
The Team Focus/Culture Change phase of implementation of the new Volunteer Services represents
sizable change in the way volunteers interact with Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and
Historic Cemeteries programs, and in the way field staff interact with Volunteer Services. With the
addition of a Lead Analyst to develop the program, and an Administrative Assistant to coordinate
volunteer intake and data management, the Volunteer Coordinator will be able to work more effectively
across all departments, and field staff who currently coordinate volunteers will no longer be
responsible for many of the administrative tasks associated with volunteer coordination and
management. At this stage of model implementation responsibility for volunteer coordination in
Conservation Education will move to the Oregon Zoo volunteer services. The details of this new
relationship and program interactions will be defined by Lead Analyst, the Oregon Zoo Volunteer
Services Manager and the Conservation Education Program Manager, assisted by the Volunteer Services
Accountability Team.
When the first phase is fully implemented the program should experience:
• Better use of technology and improved administrative efficiency;

	


•

Improved ability to identify volunteer opportunities, with the greatest increase felt initially in
Parks and Cemeteries;

•

Consistently applied and logical process for vetting new opportunities;

•

Ability to articulate and uphold the mission of Volunteer Services and maintain accountability in
documenting outcomes that support the mission;

•

Coordinated, consistent and accurate reporting of program results and authority and guidance
in identifying and implementing program adaptations.
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Figure 3

Team Focus/Culture Change

Phase 1 Team Focus/Culture Change Staffing and Role Definition
Phase 1 of implementation requires a Lead Analyst, an Administrative Assistant who may be part-time
initially, and a Volunteer Coordinator.
Volunteer Services Lead Analyst
The first position that should be filled is that of Lead Analyst, shared across Natural Areas, Parks and
Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries to provide program leadership and vision, direct internal
capacity building, facilitate culture change, interface with Metro management and leadership, develop
external relationships, set program policy, convene the Volunteer Services Accountability Team and
ensure coordinated communication across departments. A brief summary of responsibilities includes:
•

Guides program direction in partnership with Volunteer Services Accountability Team

•

Works with field staff to identify projects and build field staff capacity

•

Develops and manages processes and systems

•

Develops external relationships

Administrative Assistant
The Team Focus/Culture Change phase also requires an Administrative Assistant to support Volunteer
Services. This position will serve as the primary contact for all volunteer inquiries; coordinate receiving
applications, screening and distribution to departments; provide regular volunteer orientation; promote
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volunteer opportunities; supervise data collection, ensure data quality and manage Volgistics. This new
administrative position requires technical and systems skills, strong administrative experience, as well as
ability to interact with the public. A brief summary of responsibilities includes:
•

Serves as primary point of contact for volunteer inquiries; coordinates receiving applications,
screening and distribution to departments

•

Supervises data collection, tracking and coordinates Volgistics

•

Posts positions online, social media and manages recruitment email lists

•

Promotes specific volunteer opportunities (e.g., website, orientation, newsletters)

Volunteer Coordinator
In addition, this phase of implementation requires a Volunteer Coordinator shared across Natural
Areas, Parks and Cemeteries to provide support to field staff and assist with select projects, as directed
by the Lead Analyst. This position will work across departments to provide field-level assistance on
priority projects.
Volunteer Services Accountability Team
The Volunteer Services Accountability Team is composed of existing program managers in Parks and
Visitor Services, Natural Areas, Historic Cemeteries and Conservation Education and Volunteer
Services staff who are responsible for implementing the new program and overseeing program
outcomes. Its role is similar to that of a working board of directors that many fledgling nonprofit
organizations require. The Volunteer Services Accountability Team:
•

Fulfills the role of Volunteer Services Lead Analyst until one is named

•

Works with Lead Analyst to set goals and monitor outcomes

•

Provides support, guidance and acts as a sounding-board for Lead Analyst in program
development and implementation

Table 6 (below) indicates the primary positions responsible for carrying out critical Volunteer Services
tasks.
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Table 6
Volunteer Program Staff Roles: Team Focus/Culture Change
Lead
Analyst

Volunteer
Coordinator

Field
Staff

Identify volunteer projects

R

A

A
(knows
needs)

Prioritize volunteer coordinator’s
direct involvement

R

Task

Administrative
Assistant

Accountability
Team

Project Development

Communication & Coordination
Post positions, intake, background
checks, routing, documentation

R

Communication re: project details

R

A

Manage logistics

A

R

A

R (priority &
non-technical)

R (all
other)

Field coordination & supervision
Post-project communication w/
volunteers

R

A

Post-project program
communication
Recognition

R
A

R

A

Field staff training

R

A

Develop tools

R

Partnership opportunities

R

Develop Volgistics system

R

Program voice & advocacy

R

A

Capacity Building

A

Program Direction
Set goals

A

R

Evaluation, monitoring, & course
correction

A

R

A/R

R/A

Inter-departmental problemsolving
R = Responsible staff member; A = Assists or plays secondary role
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Model Implementation Phase 2: Full Court Press
As new program elements are implemented, policies are developed and systems are built, increasing
capacity among the field staff will enable Metro’s Natural Areas, Parks and Visitor Services and Historic
Cemeteries to realize the potential of volunteers more fully with the addition of volunteer
coordination staff assigned to each department. The Full Court Press phase of implementation
increases volunteer coordination by assigning one Coordinator to work with Natural Areas, and
another Volunteer Coordinator to work with Parks and Visitor Services and Historic Cemeteries.
When the new Volunteer Services program model is fully implemented in phase 2,Volunteer Services
should experience:
• Increased capacity to engage volunteers across Parks and Visitor Services, Historic Cemeteries
and Natural Areas;
•

Greater ability to fill all identified volunteer opportunities to capacity through strategic
recruitment of new volunteers;

•

Consistent experiences across program areas for volunteers.

Figure 4

	


Full Court Press
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Phase 2 Full Court Press Staffing and Role Definition
In addition to the staff required for the first phase of program implementation, phase 2 of
implementation requires additional Volunteer Coordination staff. While the most substantial
organizational change will take place in the Team Approach/Culture Change phase, the addition of a
Volunteer Coordinator in the Full Court Press phase will magnify the ability of field staff to generate
volunteer opportunities and increase the capacity to supervise volunteers throughout Metro.
The Volunteer Services Accountability Team is responsible for supporting the Lead Analyst in
transitioning the program into its new, more vigorous phase of operation and for overseeing program
outcomes and impacts. The role of the Accountability Team in the Full Court Press phase of
implementation will resemble that of an active policy board of directors of a well-established nonprofit
organization. The Accountability Team will play a much smaller role in Volunteer Services operations,
with greater focus on monitoring outcomes, strategic oversight and raising program visibility. The
composition of the Team may need to change at this point in program development.
Full Court Press Total Staffing Required
•

Volunteer Services Lead Analyst

•

Administrative Assistant

•

Natural Areas Volunteer Coordinator

•

Historic Cemeteries and Parks and Visitor Services Volunteer Coordinator

•

Volunteer Services Accountability Team

Table 7 (below) indicates the primary positions responsible for carrying out critical Volunteer Services
tasks in the Full Court Press implementation.
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Table 7
Volunteer Program Staff Roles: Fully Implemented Full Court Press
Lead
Analyst

Volunteer
Coordinator

Field
Staff

Identify volunteer projects

A

R

A
(identify
needs)

Prioritize volunteer coordinator’s
direct involvement

R

Task

Administrative
Assistant

Accountability
Team

Project Development

A

Communication & Coordination
Post positions, intake, background
checks, routing, documentation

R

Communication re: project details

R

A

Manage logistics

A

R

A

R (nontechnical)

R
(tech) /
A (nontech)

Field coordination & supervision

Post-project communication w/
volunteers

R

A

Post-project program
communication

A

R

R

A

Field staff training

R

A

Develop tools

R

Partnership opportunities

R

Develop Volgistics system

R

Program voice & advocacy

R

Recognition

A

A

Capacity Building

A

Program Direction
Set goals

A

R

Evaluation, monitoring, & course
correction

A

R

A/R

R/A

Inter-departmental problemsolving
R = Responsible staff member; A = Assists or plays secondary role
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Table 8 (below) provides a snapshot comparison of each phase of program implementation to the
current state of volunteer services.
Table 8
Implementation Comparison
Current

Team
Approach

Full Court
Press

Efficient Work

O

X

X

Conservation Ethic

O

X

X

Metro Awareness

O

X

X

Purpose

Structure
Point of Contact

Varies

Admin

Admin

Lead Analyst

Lead Analyst

Field

Lead Analyst

Lead Analyst

Sust. Center, Ed

All Dept.

All Dept.

1

1

0.25

0.5

0.5

1

1

2

1.25

2.5

3.5

X

X

Policy Setting
Admin. Decision Making
Oversight Team
Volunteer Program Staff Roles
Volunteer Leadership
Administrative Coordination
Field Coordination
Total FTE
Volunteer Program Staff Functions
Intake
Data & Volgistics

O

X

X

Cross-Dept. Communication

O

X

X

Coordinated Recognition

O

X

X

Field Capacity Building

O

X

X

Outreach & Relationships

O

X

X

Visioning

X

X

Volunteer Culture

X

X

Program Areas
Conservation Education

X

Historic Cemeteries

O

O

X

Natural Areas

O

O

X

Parks & Visitor Services

O

O

X

Diverse Communities

X
O

X
X

Flexible

O

X

Other Strategic Issues
Coherent Experience

X = assumed with full model implementation
O = limited capacity until Full Court Press
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